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Hauptwerk “default audio” settings explained 

The default settings for the audio system are suitable for setting up surround systems where there is a stereo pair 
for each of the four surround perspectives (two front and two rear).   Whilst it assumes that the system is a 4-way 
surround system, it will work perfectly well if some of the components are not installed (so it will work for front 
only, for front and rear and for four-way surround systems).  The default setup can, with simple changes, 
accommodate additional pairs of stereo speakers (up to a total of four) for the front/main outputs.  It is configured 
to support headphone and subwoofer output and recording and can provide an auxiliary reverberation output as 
well. 

You can restore the settings to their defaults by running the General Configuration Wizard and selecting (only) to 
reset the audio settings.  This will reset the General settings | Audio mixer and General settings | Advanced ... | 
Audio mixer bus groups .....  It will not reset the Rank Routing. 

Starting from the sound coming from the sample… 

In the default configuration there are four Audio Mixer Bus Groups used to direct output to the audio system which 
are connected to the four outputs of each of the Rank output perspectives (1-4). 

When an organ is first loaded (with the default configuration for a preset) the ranks are all assigned to these four 
Audio Mixer Bus Groups.  If the organ has been previously loaded you can reset the Rank routing output by running 
the Organ Configuration Wizard and selecting to (only) reset the audio routing. 
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The level of the output sent to each Bus Group may be adjusted in the Rank voicing & surround/3D panning 
control panel.  By default, HW 5 sets the amplitude of the Output Perspective 1 to 100% and the other three 

perspectives to 0%.  For a stereo sample set (one with only a main/front sample for each rank) no further changes 

need to be made to the rank routing (output will only occur through the Output Perspective 1 group). 

There are seven Primary Buses which are used by the four Mixer Bus Groups.  The seven Primary Buses are 
connected to the Bus Groups as follows: 

• one primary bus for each of the three “surround perspectives”: 2 (front 2/upper), 3 (rear 1/main), and 4 

(rear 2/upper) buses. 

 

• four primary buses for the front/main perspective:  5( front 1/main): spkrs 01,  6 (front 1/main): spkrs 02, 7 

(front 1/main): spkrs 03, and 8 (front 1/main): spkrs 04. 

The front 1/main perspective is configured to support multiple sets of speakers; the allocation algorithm will spread 

the output from this perspective across the outputs to which a physical device is attached.  
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For a stereo sample set (one with only a main/front sample for each rank) you could assign ranks to all these Bus 
Groups in the Rank Routing panel.  Note how Rank output perspective names match the Mixer bus group names.  

For a sample set which provides separate front and rear samples, to provide separate front and rear outputs you 
could either  

if you use the default group assignment, you can use the Rank voicing & surround/3D panning screen to 
set the Perspective mix: source persp to output persp 3 (rear 1/main) (pct; retrigger) to 100% for the rear 
ranks and the persp 1 (front 1/main) to 0% 

or in Rank Routing assign 

• the front samples set Rank output perspective 1 to use the Front Bus Group 005 (and set the other 
Perspective Outputs to use a group with no buses (for example Bus Grp 0001)) 

• the rear samples set Rank output perspective 1 to use Rear Bus Group 0003 and set the other Perspective 
Outputs to use a group with no buses (for example Bus Grp 0001)) 

The Primary Buses are configured so that all the perspectives, other than the main perspective, send their 

output to the Master Mix Bus with the corresponding name.  They also send to the Master Mix Buses for 
recording, headphones, sub-woofer and Aux reverb. 
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The front 1/main perspective Primary buses 0005 to 0008 all sends their output to the Master Mix Bus 5 Perspctv 
mix: outp persp 1(front1/main).   They also send to the Master Mix Buses for recording, headphones, subwoofer 
and aux reverberation 
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It is assumed that “one pair of speakers” are connected to the Master Bus 5 for the main/front output.  
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If multiple pairs of speakers are to be used the configuration must be altered.  A second pair of main speakers may 
be added by modifying Primary Bus 6 so that it no longer sends output to Master Bus 5 and by configuring an 
output device in the audio output field on the right-hand panel of Primary Bus 6. 

 

This approach can be continued to add a further two pairs of speakers (making the total 4 pairs of stereo speakers) 
for the main output. 

To add more “speakers” than this, additional Primary Buses are added and the Mix Bus Group must be extended to 
include the new Primary Buses to which the additional devices are attached. 

Reverberation may be added to all (any) of the outputs either at the Primary Buses or Master Mix Buses.   

You could connect an additional pair of speakers to Master Mix Bus 4 and use that to generate an auxiliary 
reverberation output (it is sent all the output by the Primary Buses).   You should check that the auxiliary 
reverberation Master Mix Bus 4 also sends the output to the headphones and recording Master Mix Buses.  The 
wetness level on the Audio Mixer, Routing and Voicing/Panning Settings panel changes all the configured impulse 
reverberations in an audio preset. 
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